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Vocalists
gather
at SJSU
festival
By Anne Hellquist
Clad in elegant tuxedos
and long flowing gowns, about
775 singers from Northern
California assembled on campus Friday to participate in
the 14th Annual SJSU Invitational Choral Festival.
The SJSU Music Department, which sponsored the
festival. invited 15 junior college and high school choral
groups to campus for the day
to sing. This year’s participants included choral groups
from
Sacramento,
Santa
Rosa, Stockton and Fresno.
"It’s fun, but it’s really
for educational purposes,"
said Coleen Richards, president of the SJSU Concert
Choir. "These groups come
here to hear what we sound
like, and we hear what they
sound like, and we all learn
something from each other,"
she said.
A guest judge critiques
each singing group and offers
suggestions for improvement,
Richards said.
Music Prof. Charlene Archibeque said this year’s
judge, Rudolph Saltzer, flew
in from Chicago to participate. The semi-retired Saltzer
is a former Bay Area music
professor who has taught at
California State University,
Hayward and the University
of Santa Clara.
Richards said the festival
was divided into an afternoon
and an evening session. Seven
chamber
choral
groups,
which usually have about 20
members, performed at Friday’s afternoon session in the
Music Department Concert
Hall. After a dinner break, the
eight larger concert choir
with the largest numbering
105 members
gave their
performances. Richards said
that each group performed for
about 15 minutes.
Music Prof. Charlene Archibeque, who directs the
SJSU Concert Choir, said this
year’s festival was "one of the
finest festivals we’ve ever
had."
She said the high school
choirs gave an especially impressive performance.
The choral festival is also
a chance for the Music Department to recruit new members, Richards said.
"We try to rotate around
so we don’t invite the same
groups every year," she said.
Paul Head, festival chairman, started planning for the
event last June. Letters were
sent to school choirs that had
been recommended or that
the department had heard
sing at different conventions.
The annual Invitational
Choral Festival was established 14 years ago by Archibeque when she began
working here.
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Professor’s style creates friction
Contends students should spend more time reading than writing
By Net ha Thacker
An SJSU English professor’s
seminar on "Why I Intend Never
Again to Try to Read, or Try to
Mark, or Try to Gradeand Therefore Why I Intend Never Again to
Assign the So-called Freshman
Composition" has sparked controversy in the department and led to a
formal investigation.
Dennis Chaldecott, a professor
at SJSU for 20 years, said he has
been ordered to follow the guidelines
for teaching English IA and 1B,
which require the assignment of
full-length compositions. He said his
job depends on it.
"I’m going to do exactly what
the guidelines say," he said.
At the seminar Friday, Chaldecott said he has been formally investigated, had information placed in
his personnel file and received
warnings, threats and orders to
change his teaching methods.
"So much for academic freedom and the security of tenure." he

Dennis Chaldecott
SJSU English professor
said.
Chaldecott contended that students are not ready to be taught
composition because they lack the
knowledge required to write on university level subjects.

SJSU police officer
wins court decision
By Tim Goodman
A University Police officer recently won an appeal to restore
back -pay after he was su.spended for
failing to appear at an SJSU graduation ceremony.
Officer John Moffitt was suspended for three days after missing
the ceremony which occurred last
May 28. The issue was brought up
again when Moffitt thought he
wasn’t at fault and attempted to present his side of the argument to University Police Chief Earnest Quinton. Moffitt said that when those
efforts failed, he wanted to go to a
higher authority.
Moffitt appealed to the California State Personnel Board on
grounds that he didn’t know he had
to work the day of the graduation.
The problem started when Moffitt asked in April, a month before
the graduation, for two weeks off so
he could compete in an auto race.
The request was granted by Sgt.
Larry Martwick, according to Moffitt.
Moffitt’s vacation was to begin
on May 15 and go through May 27,
one day before the graduation. On
May 12, Martwick informed the officers that they would have to work on
graduation. It was mandatory for all
officers, even if they were not scheduled.
Moffitt said he told Martwick he
couldn’t work because he had already paid an entry fee for an auto
race on that day. Briefs from Administrative Law Judge Ruth Friedman state that Moffitt jokingly said
he would file a grievance to recover
his entry fee if he was forced to
work.
According to Moffitt, Martwick
said he couldn’t grant permission to
miss the graduation, but he would
check with Lt Maurice Jones, who

"Our students are like Adam
and Eve," he said, "quite beautiful,
but quite, quite ignorant."
Students write for the wrong
reasons, Chaldecott said, because
it’s expected or required, or to conceal ignorance. He maintained students should be taught to read and
ask questions.
"There’s plenty to read." he
said, He told the story of a student
who had written three papers on
James Joyce’s "Portrait of the Artist As a Young Man" without ever
reading the book. It would be better
to read the book once and never
write a paper on it, Chaldecott maintained, than to write three papers
without reading it.
He proposed that the first semester of a writing class should be
spent teaching students to write
words and phrases, progressing to
sentences the second semester, then
to paragraphs the third semester
and finally, to papers in the fourth
semester.

"II I could get them the students) to write sentences that actually made sense," Chaldecolt said.
"they would be able to write compositions by stringing them together."
Many of the 30 or more faculty
members attending the seminar disagreed with Chaldecott, saying his
proposal sells students short.

’Our students are
like Adam and Eve
quite beautiful,
but quite, quite
ignorant’
Dennis Chaldecott
SJSU English professor

Arlene Okerlund, bean of the
School of Humanities and Arts, also
disagreed with him.

"As usual, Dennis is provocative and wrong." she said.
Okerlund refused to comment
on the investigation because it is a
personnel matter, but she said
Chaldecott’s proposal would neglect
the applied aspect of education.
"Students learn by doing," she
said.
Some faculty members expressed support for Chaldecott. Philosophy Prof. Whit Deininger has
worked with Chaldecott in the Humanities program.
"I’m sure he teaches people to
write," Deininger said. "The issue
isn’t whether you teach people to
write: the issue is over methods."
A climate exists in the English
Department now to come up with a
change that really would do something. Chaldecott said, but he conceded defeat for his proposal. He
said he would not continue his current methods.
"I would if I could, but I’ve been
told that I can’t."

Mere images

had the authority to do so. Mot! m
said Martwick never checked mill
Jones.
On May 17. while on vacation,
Moffitt phoned Martwick and asked
for an extension on his vacation until
May 31. Martwick granted the extension and Moffitt said that at the
time of the conversation, no mention
was made that he would have to interrupt his vacation to work the
graduation.
Moffitt continued his vacation
and won his race on graduation day.
When he returned, Moffitt said
he was treated like he "disobeyed a
direct order." and said Martwick
"wrote a letter of reprimand." The
suspension was for one day, but
according to Moffitt, Jones increased it to three days.
At that point, Moffitt said he
began his efforts to solve the situation.
"They paid no heed to any of my
arguments," Moffitt said. He added
that he sent a letter to Quinton,
which he believes the chief didn’t
read. He then asked for a hearing on
his appeal.
Friedman based her decision on
the fact that Moffitt truly didn’t
know he had to work, and the effort
from the department to reach him
was insufficient.
Moffitt said he was glad the
matter was settled, "but it still
leaves a bad taste in my mouth. I
feel satisfied. It’s just unfortunate
that this had to happen."
He said the department was trying too hard on disciplinary actions.
"They’re trying to take such a hard
line on anything. It’s pitiful," Moffitt said.
The University Police said they
couldn’t comment on personnel matters.

Graphic design major Eric Schmidt refleets on his artistic endeavor in yesterday’s afternoon sun. The S.1S1’ senior pan -

at onrad
ders his cretion while the mirrored glasses
display yet another angle of his sketching.

Women’s Center to be torn down; relocation planned
By Dan Koga
Building U. which houses the
Women’s Center will be torn down in
late March to accommodate a staging area for storing trailers and
equipment that will go into the building of the Fourth Street garage.
Bob Martin, SJSU’s dean of programs and services, along with
Henry Orbach, director of facilities,
development and operations, have
been trying to find a permanent location for the Women’s Center.
"We’ve looked at all kinds of
space and have gone around and
around on it and we found a solution
or it just very recently," Martin
said "They’re going to be able to
stay where they are up to Women’s

Week ( March 7-10) and then after
Women’s Week the university is
going to have to go in and tear the
building down."
According to Martin the Women’s Center will move to the Equal
Opportunity Program’s office in the
Women’s Gym sometime this summer. EOP will be moving into new
quarters in Wahlquist Library Central as soon as some remodeling is
completed.
"We’re overjoyed that we’ll
have a permanent location on campus," said Karen Hester, the encoordinator of the Women’s Center.
after learning of the new location.
The office will be wheelchair accessible, centrally located, and most

’We’re overjoyed
that we’ll have a
permanent location
on campus’
- Karen Hester

dents President Kathy Cordova’s ot(ice.
Most of their resources will be
put into storage until they relocate.
"We’ll have to completely store our
library," she said. The temporary
location will be "for a desk and a
phone".

Women’s Center
co-coordinator

Hester would prefer moving to
Cordova’s office because of the "visibility in the A.S. office."

important of all, permanent, she
said.
Meanwhile the Women’s Center
will re-locate either in the Student
Programs and Services old cafeteria building or in Associated Stu-

According to Orbach. Building
U is "classified as a temporary
building. There’s is a trustees mandate that requires all temporary
buildings to ultimately be torn
down."

Building U is temporary be.
cause it has no seismic protection,
fire protection and, "it is not in good
shape structurally, he said."
The neighboring football offices,
campus police offices and the African studies building, all of which are
located on Fifth Street near San Carlos, are also temporary buildings, he
said.
"Some buildings are more temporary than others," he said in explaining why there are no immediate plans to tear down the other
temporary buildings
The Fourth Street garage
should go into construction by Labor
Day, Orbach said.

Karen Hester
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Success or failure
is a state of mind
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Mary Ann didn’t have sublime ambitions. She was
more fascinated with drugs, men and the rocking. rollicking side of life.
Being a typical college student, I used to get bugged
by this lack of motivation to "be somebody." I’ve only
just realized there are as many ambitions as there are

’Kahlumnist.
by Dean Kahl
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Gold Sores
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With any luck, the Health Center can make me

Patty Kamysz
Staff Writer

,oreI read the ad they ran last week offering $25 for
a cold sore. 25 smackers for a festering wound?
"Bite your tongue," I told myself. That
wouldn’t suffice. A bleeding tongue is NOT a cold
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people and becoming a writer, computer analyst or a
business administrator is not necessarily the pinnacle of
ambition. Nor does it guarantee a "worthy" existence.
Mary Ann measured her success solely by how
happy she was and by how much fun she could have
within her own touchable world of friends.
But recently, her boyfriend apparently decided she
did not deserve to live. So he took out a gun and shot a
hole in her.
Now it is time for me to feel guilty and devastated
that this tragedy could occur. I’m most wounded by the
guilt. The guilt of letting go of her as a friend because
she associated with people who walked on the dark side
from PCP maniacs to men who shined her eyes for
her. These people scared the hell out of me.
Looking back, could I have helped? Or is it true that
nobody can prevent a person’s demise? I can’t be sure,
but after gathering several opinions it seems there are
three main philosophies of death.
The first is of the -Divine Architect." the one who
pulls our earthly strings and decides when, where and
how to sever them. In short, "It was God’s will."
I find this view completely unacceptable and just as
frightening as the second view that it’s a random act
brought about by the pull of the universe. If one of these
was true why should anyone strive for a "worthy" existence. Whether worthy means the collection of material
goods, professional accomplishments, spiritual peace
or all of the above, why do it if it can be snatched away
at any given moment?
As students here at SJSU, we’re preparing to embark on very new, dimly lit paths of life. For me, it’s the
Spartan Daily today but it could be the Modesto Dust’
bowl Bee tomorrow. Wherever I’m headed I’m not exactly compelled to continue when people sanctimoniously
say. "Well, one day you’re here and the next day you’re
gone."
To be honest. I don’t think I’d be enrolled at all if I
deeply believed I could lose my accomplishments at the
snap of some heavenly hands or the movement of thunderous clouds. In fact. as Mary Ann would say, "I’d
rather be partying."
The third view and one I am clinging to, to understand her death as well as my own life, is that we each
manifest our own destiny. The Buddhist philosophy embodies this view. "We are what we think. All that we are
arises from our thoughts."
If our thoughts are the core of our existence, then we
can plot our lives much like a game and go on any path
we choose.
Whether we "go for broke,"- take a "risk," ask for
"trouble," or "monopolize" situations is at our discretion. And if the game turns out to be one of "Sorry" we
can remove ourselves from the board.
Perhaps Mary. Ann wearied of the game, having
gone back two spaces too many or missing too many
turns. Maybe she reached a dead end and opted not to
turn back.
By this I mean.opted with unconscious thoughts. I
doubt that many of the tragic slayings, accidents and
natural deaths we are exposed to are brought about by
people directly and consciously saying, "it’s time to go
now."
Whatever it was. Mary Ann. I miss you. But watch
closely now because I’ll be taking some of my turns for
the both of us. Rest III peace
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CalPIRG official defends
group as education tool
As my name was mentioned in a recent letter to the
Spartan Daily, I feel compelled to respond to the letter
by Hal Foraker on Feb. 23.
Mr. Foraker stated that he applauded the CSU position that students cannot decide to fund and run their
own orginizations through campus elections. The use of
the referendum is rooted in the same democratic principles under which we elect public officials and generally govern our communities.
The college campus is also a community one
made up of students and students have traditionally
used campus elections to choose their student government and establish student activity fees.
In a campus-wide referendum last spring, the voting students favored the establishment of a CalPIRG
chapter by a 60 percent to 40 percent margin. More students voted to support CalPIRG than anything else on
the ballot.
Prior to that, more than 2,800 students signed a petition supporting a CalPIRG chapter to qualify the referendum for the ballot.
I must say I was not aware of any other petition
which was signed by more !ban 10 percent of the student
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Dammit, I thought, I don’t want to nickel and
dime my way into medical history’s hall of fame
$25 just won’t do. My cold sores are worth their
weight in gold. Call them "gold sores."
Presently, it’ll take one-and-a -half cold sores to
buy those new shoes I need. Half a cold sore nets me
Iwo new albums ( provided the record store is having a sale). A free tank of gas is mine for threequarters of a wound. It’s amazing how the mind
works when money is on the line.
I glanced at the ad again. Yup, 25 bucks.
I began furiously nibbling at my lower lip. 1
commanded my lip to swing into action.
"C’mon skin . .. break! Start bleeding and festering!" I barked at my flesh. I began cursing my
genetic makeup. Why couldn’t I have been a hypochondriac? I’d be rich already.
My lip was uncooperative. It was apparent that
I seek alternative ways to cash in.
I began eating. Biting the inside of my mouth
was a sure-fire way to reap the cold sore booty. A
meaty chunk nipped off the inside of my mouth was
guaranteed to send me embarking down easy
street. Does the Health Center give bonuses for
whopper cold sores?
Once again, my body wilted under pressure
My teeth and wall lining were not working in harmony. I’m not coordinated enough to be rewarded
for self-induced lesions. I was stumbled over the.
dollar signs, but only scraped my knee instead ot
becoming a cold sore casualty.
With my bank account still dwindling, I considered options. What amount does the Health Center
iptIcah7 on samples of bad breath, psoriasis or jock
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body. These students supported CalPIRG’s optional fee
because they wanted an orginization with the resources
to be a major educational program on campus.
The election last spring was highly publicized and
any SJSU student had the opportunity to cast a vote for
or against CalPIRG. Those who missed the election
missed the chance to make their vote count. Those who
voted decided in favor of Ca IPIRG.
CalPIRG has never claimed to be a campus club. It
is 1 ) a major educational program and 2) a statewide,
non-partisan orginization which allows students to research and act on issues of general public concern. .
CalPIRG students are leading efforts in Santa Cruz.
Los Angeles and San Diego for toxic materials disclosure ordinances similar to the one which passed last
year in San Jose.
The ordinance would disclose the type, quantity and
location of toxic materials in the community.
CalPIRG has also taken a leading role in utility rate
reform efforts in California. In Wisconsin. a consumer
utility board, which is similar to CalPIRG’s proposal,
saved consumers $200 million on utility bills in the first
year alone.
CalPIRG works on campus too. UCLA students are
creating a used textbook exchange. In Berkeley, Cal PIRG sponsores Poly Sci 179 which is a class called California Politics.
Each week the class features guest speakers such
as Assemblyman John Vasconcellos and Senator Gary
Hart of Colorado. who both spoke recently. There are
over 900 students enrolled in the class this semester.
CalPIRG has been successful in providing students
with an educational experience that compliments classroom learning and involves them as a powerfulful political force in the political process because they have established a stable funding base.
Currently CalPIRG chapters exist at five UC campuses and two private universities in California, including UC Berkeley, UCLA and Santa Clara University.
PIRG’s exist in 26 states on 126 university campuses. Those students are able to control their own orginizations through campus elections and optional fees.
Why should SJSU students be denied the same oppurtunities?
Jeff Hindman
14.1141:CalPIRG Coordinator

I thought of stabbing myself in the abdomen
with a Bic pen. Actually, I contemplated using my
Parker pen, but any deep gash is certainly worth
$40 to the medical profession.
Could I get a ten-spot for athlete’s foot? Hem
about a runny nose, zits or ear wrx build-up? I
wanted to make my contribution to mooern science.
but donating cold sores isn’t my forte.
Ideided to call the Health Center. I wanted to
bargain.
Dr. Raymond Miller (director of the Student
Health Service) told me that 21 students have already responded and received the $25 for their trouble ’rhe money is comingi from a reputable labora tiny. hut Miller w isn’t free to disclose which one..
He added tha t’ the goal is 100 cold sore smears.
That was all the arm -twisting I needed. Maybe the
Health Center could have used some twisted-arm
samples.
I didn’t have the heart to tell him that I wanted
to join the Elite-too, but I couldn’t conjure up a cold
sore. Maybe he’d consider the alternate samples. 1
have a bounty of acceptable ailments.
Miller also said the $25 was an inducement for
students to "donate a virus that is usually treated at
home." For money. I’d be a medical pimp and prot itute my wounds.
But, I still wondered. If I could get $25 for a canker. how much could I get for a chancre?
Dean .Kahl is the Daily’s feature editor and column
t. His column appears every Tuesday and Thur..
’fa

The forum page is your page. The Daily encourages
readers’ comments on any topic. The viewpoints es
pressed in opinion articles and comics are those of
the author. Editorials appearing on this page are the
opinion of the Spartan Daily.

-Q&A
with Willie Brown

Willie Brown is the housing director
at SJSU. Staff reporter Angela Stanford
spoke with Brown about the new $2.6 million student housing development.
The apartment complex is being built
on Tenth and Humboldt streets and
should be available to students in the fall
of 1984
Q: Where is the $2.6 million coming
from for the apartment complex?
A: It’s basically a low interest federal
loan. It is a three percent interest loan for
federal subsidized housing.
Q: How will this loan be paid back

and when will it be paid?
A: We will start paying the loan back
upon occupancy. So essentially the students pay that back.
A certain part of their rate goes to
pay for what is known as the service pack
on the loan.
Q: How does a student apply for an
apartment?
A: Well, we’re still working on the
process of that right now. We haven’t
done anything purposely because we
haven’t set the rates.
It’s real hard to start talking about
stuff until we actually put the rates into
play and we’ll probably be doing that in
the latter part of March.
One of the reasons why we haven’t set
the rates is because we really haven’t decided what the staffing is going to look
like for the complex.
Q: Will coed roommates be allowed
in the complex?
A: No. It will be four men and four
women to each apartment.
Q: can people apply as a group tor an
apartment or are people Just being placed
in an apartment?
A: Well, we haven’t set up the process
yet, but we would give preference to selfselected groups of four.
So if you and your friends had a group
of four and you wanted to live together.
we would probably give you preference

over a person who walks in and says, "I
would like to live here, but I don’t know
anyone I want to live with."
It’s just that our history shows that a
group of self-selected tend to live a little
bit better together. hey have more invested in the relationship that goes into it
instead of saying, "well, housing put us
together, so it’s housing’s fault that we
don’t get along."
Q: Will dorm residents get first priority?
A: We’re not sure right now. Again it
is going to really depend on the timing.
But my thoughts would be to give people
’who are currently living in the resident
.halls first shot at living over in the apartments.
Simply because they’ve paid money
into the system already. It’s much better
to give them spaces, because one of our
thoughts with creating the new housing
would be to move some of the older returning students out to the new complex
and create more space for freshmen people coming into the university.
We’re definitely not going to let freshmen live out there. It’s not a good environment that’s close to the university that
you’d like to think of in terms of nurturing
behavior that a resident hall might have.
Q: Will the staff be living on the
premises?

A: We’re going to have some type it
live-in staff. The option we’ve toyed with
is doing it very similiar to how we do the
halls now where there’s a full-time livein R.D. a Resident Director type person. That’s perhaps one option.
I lean a little bit toward having a person who’s going to be a live-out director
and having perhaps two graduate level
apartment assistants living in and splitting the duties. Then we’ll have the housing office administration during the day
time out there.
Q: Will there he any restrictions in
the complex similiar to the restrictions
that govern the dorms? For example,
quiet hours during finals time.
A: Well, no. It’s going to be a less
structured environment than the halls, although I think it still will not be quite as
free and loose as it might be off-campus
because it is part of the university. So obviously there are going to have to be certain restraints.
In terms of the rules, we’ll try to
make them as compatible as possible
with the halls, realizing we’ve got a different environment out there.
The apartment itself is a self-contained environment and people have a
certain right to a certain amount of privacy within a self-contained environment.
Only difference is here in the resident
halls your self-contained environment is

that small room and the hallways Most ot
the area people spend their time in is public area, so there are certain things you
can’t do in public area. But then in an
apartment your private area is a much
larger area.
Quiet hours, I doubt it. But I think the
bottom line for me is, if your living in a
area with other people around, you need
to respect their rights.
Q: What would happen if ime of the
tenants in the group It four moves out?
Would you immediately move someone in
or giy e the other tenants a chance to find
another roommate. Or would the other
tenant’s rent be raised?
A: No. Each student will pay their
own rent. So it will be a per -month, perperson fee. It’s as if you’re paying like
you would if you lived in the resident halls
you pay only for yourself.
So if the apartment is vacant and we
in the housing office can’t fill it, then
that’s our burden. But if a space does become vacant we will move someone in the
quickest manner possible whether that’s
through the suggestion of the apartment
group, or from our waiting list. We don’t
haves preference for either way.
But in terms of revenue, we need that
space filled because that protects the students in terms of how much they pay.
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Reagan outlines treaty
hit record low
banning germ warfare Aircraft accidents
WASHINGTON (API -- With the
standstill in U.S.-Soviet talks to limit nuclear weapons, President Reagan is trying
to formulate a treaty that would eliminate
chemical weapons and also give him an
election-year boost in foreign policy.
Arms control specialists in the State
Department. Pentagon and several other
agencies are trying to draft a pact that
was promised last month by Secretary of
State George P. Shultz during a speech in
Stockholm. No deadline has been set.
Whether the Soviets will accept such a
treaty, of course, is still an open question,
although there have been public hints that
Moscow is willing to deal on a new pact.
"Even if the Soviets don’t agree, it
would still be a public plus in an election
year," said one administration foreign
policy official, speaking only on condition
that he not be identified.
Reagan’s critics, pointing to the chilly
relations between the two superpowers,
question the president’s commitment to
arms control even though he has repeatedly stated in recent months that he considers arms limitation to be a high priority.
Those critics also cite the administration’s request
turned down by Congress
the past two years but again a part of the
pending budget to permit the Pentagon
to build a new generation
of nerve gas weapons. That
request, they say, means
the administration doesn’t
really want a new treaty.
Two sets of Geneva based talks aimed at limiting nuclear weapons have
stalled and the only current major arms control
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forum is the 40-nation Conference on Disarmament, which includes both the United
States and the Soviet Union.
One of the main items on that group’s
agenda is a new treaty that would eliminate chemical weapons.
It would be in addition to the 1925 Geneva Protocol, banning the use of chemical weapons in war, and a 1972 pact outlawing toxin and biological weapons.
Neither pact has enforcement or verification provisions, a fact repeatedly
pointed out by the administration during
three years of charging the Soviets with
using or supplying various types of gas
weapons in Afghanistan, Laos and Cambodia.
The Soviets, who deny those charges,
have said they are willing to consider a
new anti -chemical weapons proposal. Last
week, they said they had accepted, "in
principle," international inspection of
plants where existing gas stocks would be
destroyed.
In his news conference last week. Reagan said of the Soviet announcement. "we
think this is a good sign. . ."
Adminstration arms control experts
point out that the Soviets have only accepted the principle of a new treaty in general terms and have not approved any spe-

Professor says pilot aviation seminars increase safety
By Greg Brooks
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EAST ORANGE, N.J. ( AP)
Constance
Clay was the baby in an Alabama family of 10
children when her sharecropper father left home
almost 30 years ago. Her mother went on welfare.
When Constance Clay had a baby 3,2 years
ago, she went on welfare, too. Ms. Clay is part of
what some call "the underclass." If the rest of society is the mainstream, the underclass is the
backwater.
Its members are hopeless and powerless.
They believe nothing they do will make a difference in their lives, and nothing that happens in
the larger world will change their small world.
Many in the underclass are black, but that
doesn’t make them different. People in the underclass do not or cannot work. They depend on the
government for food, clothing and medical care.
Many are single mothers. A disproportionate
number of their children become young street
hoodlums and unwed teen-age mothers eligible
for welfare checks of their own. "The other
America," some call them.
There are different definitions for the underclass. Lack of education and long-term welfare dependence are common characteristics.
Poverty is the most common denominator.
There is no way of saying how many people
are in the underclass. It is a fluid population.
Some of the more than 3 million welfare mothers
who are the heart of the underclass do find day
care centers that allow them to get jobs.
The size of the underclass rises and falls with
the economy. An estimated 34 million Americans
now live below the official poverty level an an-

nual income of $9,862 for a family of four. (Many
of those 34 million are not in the underclass. They
include the elderly poor, the working poor, the
temporarily unemployed, the physically handicapped and the chronically mentally ill.)
In his 1982 book, "The Underclass," Ken Autette noted that different definitions put the size
of the underclass at anywhere from 2 million to 18
million.
Some sociologists describe one of the most
striking differences between the underclass and
the rest of society as the shorter "time horizon."
The rest of society marches to a daily routine
framed by hours and minutes, making and keeping plans days, weeks and months in advance.

Wallace Cheatham and Jet trey Malitz
know something about people who do not fit into
society. Cheatham is black, Malitz is white. They
are New York City probation officers.
Of course, no one openly aspires to be part of
the underclass or admits to preference for life on
welfare.
Quay Houchen, 28, grew up in a poor family
in Harlem. She now works as an office supervisor
in Manhattan. But many of her old girlfriends are
welfare mothers. One of them has had three children by three men.
"As long as she’s got her Heineken and her
reefer, she’s happy," Ms. Houchen said with obvious scorn. "Welfare breeds contentment."
John Moore, 60, who works in a Harlem
health food store, said, "Many of us have lost our
guidance in the last 20 years with all this free
money. We’re worse off now than we were in
slavery."
Linda Williams, 23, an unmarried mother
who followed her mother onto the welfare rolls in
Boston. said she was taking typing classes in
hopes of breaking the cycle. "I don’t want my
daughter to grow up on welfare, too. She’ll have a
much better life if I work, and so will I. I’m doing
this for both of us."
Sue Dilts, 35, of Raubsville, Pa., a white
mother of two teen-agers who has been on welfare since her divorce nine years ago, said, it
makes her furious when people sneer at her for
being a freeloader. "Any time you want to trade
place with me..."
Constance Clay says she would like to get

Constance Clay and her daughter, Shayla,
live with Ms. Clay’s sister’s family in a neat twostory wood frame house near a park in East
Orange.
When a visitor arrived a few minutes late for
a 9 a.m. appointment, Ms. Clay murmured, "My,
you’re prompt." She asked for a few minutes to
finish fixing her hair and suggested the visitor
wait in the living room where the television was
tuned to Phil Donahue.
Later, Ms. Clay said her mother, who died
several years ago, had never been especially diligent about putting her children to bed at a certain time or getting them up and off to school in
the morning.
"Time wasn’t important," she recalled.
"Some mornings we were lucky if we got up at
all."
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off welfare, but she can’t tind a pih that will cover
the housing allowance, food stamps and free
medical care she and her daughter now receive
in benefits.
Ms. Clay did attend classes at a local junior
college, where she studied psychology. "I feel
like l’in a very good judge of character: people
gravitate toward me," she said. On one paper.
she got an A for her ideas but a Don the structure
of the essay.
"Discipline, that’s what I lack," she said.
"My family had no discipline."
Ms. Clay dropped out of school last year to
form an organization of welfare mothers. She
spends much of her days now going to libraries.
reading and sometimes borrowing a typewriter.
She insists she is forming not another welfare
rights group, but rather a self-help organization.
It is not really organized yet, though she has
made several public appearances and had "rap
sessions" with other welfare mothers. She hopes
that merely by talking to her and discussing
things among themselves, the other welfare
mothers’ lives will improve. She hopes to eventually charge membership fees that would pay
her enough to get off welfare.
"I’m trying to intervene in generation after
generation of welfare," she said. "I’m trying to
help these mothers feel good about themselves,
that there’s nothing they can’t do.
"A lot of them don’t want to get involved in
society. A lot of us don’t care. Why should %e
care if we’re not going to be allowed to contribute?"

Drug abuse is higher in film industry
The founder of Cocaine
LOS ANGELES (API
Anonmyous says his resident rehabilitation program for
film industry workers is getting a high proportion of patients addicted to both alcohol and cocaine.
"According to the Department of Health and Human
Services, the national average is that 10 percent of the
work force has a combined alcohol and drug problem, although I’d say in our industry it’s about 15 percent," says
Tom Kenny.
Kenny, who founded Cocaine Anonymous two years
ago to help cocaine users, is also the director of Studio 12,
a two- to four-week residential drug rehabilitation program run by the Motion Picture and Television Fund in
North Hollywood.
Kenny estimates he receives 40 calls a month from
film industry people. Some look him up on their own; others are referred to him by studios.
The film trade unions have a contract clause saying
that workers with job performance problems relating to
drug or alcohol abuse must be offered treatment and can
only be fired if they refuse or if they undergo treatment
and the problem recurs.
Kenny says he gives speeches to studio administrators on how to recognize the symptoms of drug or alcohol
abuse.

"Most of them (supervisors( don’t know how to handle people with alcohol and drug problems because
they’re ( the users) great manipulators. So we train these
people to look for the different patterns of abuse, what
their excuses are."
Far from keeping their problem a secret, "I’d say
that 95 percent of them (Studio 12 patients) go back and
talk about their recovery," Kenny says.
"They don’t want people tempting them all the time.
saying ’Hey, I got some real good blow,’ or ’Come one, one
drink won’t kill you.’ We tell them to be up front. . . . Besides, if you hide behind your anonymity, you can’t help
any of your co-workers.
"We’ve seen people walk off sets to go score," he
said. "They sell their cars to get cocaine. They come to
me and say. ’Hey, I make 81,500 a week and I can’t pay
my phone bill, I can’t meet the mortgage.’ It does the
same thing alcohol does, only in a quicker time frame"
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The ’underclass’ is surviving on welfare funds
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"If you use plain words it will help
us (controllers) tremendously, and if
you don’t understand what we say.
don’t say ’roger’. You pay us to point
out traffic, so use us to your advantage.
If you’re over the Pruneyard, say
you’re over the Pruneyard, or the Ford
plant, or whatever, but use plain and
simple language."
Dave Wottell, a graduate of SJSU
and also an air controller for San Jose
International Airport, extended an invitation to the pilots to come up and see
the new equipment the airport has.
The seminar was sponsored by the
Precision Flight Team in conjunction
with the Aeronautics Department.

cifics.

tempi.

Clay

"Sometimes I look out the control
tower window," Scholer told the crowd
of about 200, "and close my eyes because I’m scared by what I see. Aircrafts just appear without notifying
that they’re coming in. Ninety percent
of aviation errors are caused by pilots
and control tower operators not communicating with each other."
He explained that much of the technical jargon causes barriers.

The United States had the lowest
accident rate for aircrafts in its history
in 1983, and according to SJSU Aeronautics Professor Gerald Shreve, it’s
because of seminars given by the Federal Aviation Administration.
These seminars, like the one given
Thursday in the Music Building, are
put on monthly by the FAA to keep pilots knowledgeable on safety procedures and "promote proficiency".
"Every pilot has to pass a check
ride ( flight review) every two years."
Shreve said. "If they don’t attend the
seminars, they won’t be able to stay
abreast of current procedures and information. However, there are those
who find out on their own. The FAA is
doing a wonderful job, but I think more
should be done. We should have even
more seminars."
In the seminar, control tower operators, such as Ron Scholer of San Jose
International Airport, emphasized to
the audience which consisted mainly
of private plane operators, that bad
communication causes most aviation
problems.
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Spartans claim fifth-straight PCAA title
By Joe Roderick
First the good: The Spartans won their fifth-straight
Pacific Coast Athletic Assocction wrestling title, while
sending five individuals to next month’s NCAA championships.
The bad: SJSU’s Jay Slivkoff failed to defend his
championship. He won’t be one of those Spartans going to
the nationals.
And the ugly: For the second year in row, a coach got
fed up with the "wildcard" selection process, and ba-

Wrestling
sically told every other coach to shove it.
The wrestling was also wild Friday in Las Vegas.
Only four of the 10 No. I- seeded wrestlers won their
weight classes.
"There was so much pressure out there," Spartan
coach T.J. Kerr said. "There was all kinds of upsets.
Usually the finals are boring and lopsided, but you didn’t
know what was going to happen out there."
Two of those top seeds the Spartans’ David Barnes
1142 pounds) and Andy Tsarnes (190) were taken to the
limit in the finals, before both prevailed.
Another Spartan, Marvin Jones (177), who wasn’t
seeded first, but should have been, thrashed Fresno
State’s Gene Allison, 13-3, in the finals.
SJSU’s Darryl Pope. who only recently moved down a
weight from 167 to 158, pulled perhaps the biggest upset of
the tournament, beating Utah State’s Steve Ross in the finals, 8-7.
But the Spartans’ Albert Perez, a defending champion, was upset by Fresno State’s Joe Ismay in the 126pound championship bout, 14-5.
Perez lucked out, though, qualifying for the NCAAs as
one of wildcard wrestlers.
Kerr would have liked to have seen Slivkoff, who lost
to Tim Draper in the 150-pound finals, 8-4, also qualify as
a wildcard. But one wildcard per team is enough.

Darryl Pope, shown here mauling Fresno’s
Robert Juarez in an earlier meet, was One Or

Craig Sailor
four Spartans to claim individual titles in Friday’s PCAA championships in Las Vegas.

Anywa), Kerr didn’t want to steal the show from
Utah State coach Bob Carlson, who didn’t hide his disapproval of the wildcard procedure.
Any wrestler who finishes in second or third is eligible
for a wildcard berth, At the end of the meet, the coaches
hold a vote. Because it’s a subjective process, feelings
will inevitably be hurt, according to Kerr.
Besides Perez, the three other wildcards chosen were
Fresno State’s Pablo Saenz (118). Utah State’s Greg Williams (167) and Las Vegas’ Bob Kopecky (190).
Carlson was upset that his heavyweight, J.L. Coon,
who was runner-up, didn’t get picked, while Saenz, who finised third, did.
"The coaches felt that Saenz had a great year (37-5),

but messed up in one match," Kerr said. "The Utah State
coach is taking it personally that Coon didn’t get picked.
He shouldn’t be that upset. He got one guy in. It’s not like
he was slighted altogether."
If anybody had reason to complain, it was Kerr. Shvkoff was certainly worthy of wildcard status, despite losing in the finals to Draper. Slivkoff, a defending champion, was 25-10 this year, and had beaten Draper, 6-0,
earlier this season.
But Kerr wasn’t making alibis. "I was
disappointed," he said. "Jay was in control. The guy got him in
a headlock and he lost four points. He couldn’t catch up
after that. He just lost his edge for a couple of seconds and
it cost him."

Perez seemed to have lost his mental edge when a rib
injury kept him out of two big duals. He had to fight his
way back into the lineup, beating Tim Porter in a challenge match last Tuesday.
Despite this, Perez was 23-4 this year and seeded
first. The wrestler he lost to Friday, Fresno State’s Joe
Ismay, had only recently moved up a notch from 126 to
134.
"He didn’t come in with the right mental attitude,"
Kerr said of Perez. "He could have done a better job
against Ismay."
A couple of matches later. Barnes, 29-5 this year, survived a tough battle with Utah State’s Todd Stiedley, 4-3,
claiming his third PCAA title.
The two got into a brawl early in the match before
Barnes began concentrating on techiniques.
Pope, just a sophomore, used tact to tick off Ross,
who entered with a 31-7-1 record. "Pope took control and
rode Ross a little," Kerr said. "That pissed Ross off. Ile
was thrashing the rest of the match."
If anybody deserves the comeback wrestler award,
it’s Jones, who lost a couple matches at the end of season
and was suddenly written off by many.
Despite his record, and a high national ranking, Jones
was bumped to second seed by Allison, the same wrestler
who had beaten Jones two weeks ago.
But Jones had no problems disposing of Allison.
Tsarnas, a two-time champion, had some problems
against Kopecky in the finals, before winning, 7-4.
"It was a little touchy for a round or so," Kerr said.
Tsarnas, 33-4 this year, impressed enough coaches to
win the PCAA Wrestler of the Year award.
NOTES Anthony Palomino, the Spartans’ tough
freshman, lost in the 134-pound finals to Fresno State’s
John Vega, 8-4. . . Other Spartans weren’t as fortnunate.
Brian Canali (118) lost in the opening round to Utah
State’s Alfred Castro, 12-5; Chuck Gibbons (167) lost to
eventual champion Sylvester (The Cat) Carver, 12-4. in
an opening-round match and heavyweight Mike Monroe
also lost his first-round bout to Utah State’s Coon.

Spartans sweep gym foes Rooker hurls and hits in sweep
By Paul Lioret
Victory was a common item
for both of SJSU’s gymnastics
teams last weekend, as the men
and women captured dual meet
decisions.
Featuring the first all-around
performances of the year from
Roy Palassou and Rick Lopez, the

second in the parallel bars and
high bars with scores of 9.00 and
9.35.
However, it was Palassou who
stole the show. The senior won all
but one of the events ( the vault )
while compiling an all-around
total 01 58.30.
"It was his best meet so far
this year," said Chew. "Part of it
is because he went all around, and
I think he does better when he
goes all around," Chew said.
Palassou helped SJSU garner
its highest score of the year with
some outstanding individual efforts. He topped all competitors
with a 9.70 in the pommel horse
and 9.50 in the high bar. His ring
score was 9.60 while his floor and
vault scnres were 9.20 and RM.
Chew felt that Palassou’s
vault and floor scores were on the
disappointing side due to the conservative scoring of the judges.
He said that Palassou deserved
higher scores in those two events.
"We would have scored in the 260s
if we would have had the judges
we had last week." However, he
mentioned that "you have to give
the judges the benefit of the
doubt."
Chew also added that both
gymnasts had no major misses in
their routines, which complemented their "very good nights."
The men’s squad evened its
record to 6-6 with the win and will

Gymnastics
Spartan men defeated Long Beach
City College and UC-Davis last
Friday night at the Spartan gym.
SJSU scored 257.20 while Long
Beach and Davis scored 244.65 and
239.30 respectively.
The women were close winners over an unexpectedly tough
Chico State team last Saturday
night in Chico. The Lady Spartans
won with a 170.65 over Chico’s
168.35. Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo
and San Francisco State were also
entered. They finished third and
fourth with respective scores of
163.45 and 78.05.
"They did better than I expected," men’s coach Richard
Chew said in regards to the Spartan All-Americans’ efforts. "Rick
had the highest all-around in his
career and he’s still not going 100
percent."
Lopez. who along with Palassou, is recovering from a knee injury, finished second all around
with a 53.00. The senior finsihed

prepare for California whom they
host on Friday March 9. Chew is
looking forward to the meet
against the Bears but is concerned. He said the Spartans will
have to have a maximum effort to
win.
The women gymnasts raised
their record to 9-5 at Chico. Patty
Moran, Sheila Hughes and Liza
Bettencourt had good nights in
what proved to be a close contest.
Women’s coach Lyn Cross
mentioned that the close scoring
helped the Spartans. "It was the
best we’ve done on the balance
beam all year," she explained in
regards to SJSU’s recent difficulties on the beam. "We broke the
school record in three of the four
events." The records broken were
team records in the vault, uneven
parallel bars and balance beam
The respective scores were 44.15.
43.25 and 44.15.
Cross is pleased with the
women gymnasts’ effort but mentioned that the team still needs to
be more consistent.
"We’re gunning for Long
Beach State," Cross said in reference to the Spartans next home
meet on March 3. The Spartans
hope to avenge an earlier loss at
Long Beach when they host the
49ers and Washington State and
Stanford for the 7:30 p.m. tri-meet
on Saturday

Long Beach overwhelms SJSU
By Frank Lopez
The score
Long
Beach 87, SJSU 45 tells
the story.
Long Beach women’s
basketball team. 19-5 and
ranked seventh in the na-

Basketball
tion, played just as good, or
better, than that ranking.
The SJSU squad ( 9-16 overall), nowhere to be found in
the rankings, played just
as bad, or worse, than that.
heavily-favored
The
49ers led from the start and
coasted to victory against
an overmatched SJSIt

BUSINESS
SLOW?

team.
At any rate, it wasn’t a
pretty site Sunday afternoon in the Spartan
Gymnasium.
Here’s some specifics:
The 49ers had more steals,
more blocked shots, more
assists, more rebounds and
better shooting percentages from the floor and
from the free throw line.
It wasn’t a good night
to bid farewell to a couple
of graduating Spartans, including Shelia Brown and
LaTanya Simmons, playing their last game at home
on Booster Night

Spartan head coach
Sharon Chatman was understandably succinct in
her comments after the
game. She said the 49ers
"deserve their high ranking" and that the Spartans
had "one of their worst
performances of the year."
To give more specifics.
Long Beach balanced attack included five players
in double figures. For the
and
Brown
Spartans,
Rhoda Chew combined for
23 points. but the two Spartan standouts hit on only 10
of 33 shoots for 33 percent.
As a team, SJSU hit on just
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25 percent of its shots.
And for the first time
all year, the Spartans were
out-rebounded
i60-410.
Center Chew, who is 10th in
the nation in rebounding,
managed to pull down nine
boards against the taller
49ers

By Joe Roderick
Spartan coach Gene Menges knew about Ron Rooker’s pitching ability. But Rooker’s hitting skills weren’t as
evident.
Rooker helped pitch and hit the Spartans to a 12-4 win
in the first game of a double-header Saturday against the

Baseball
University of San Francisco at Ulrich Field.
Menges also used Rooker as a designated hitter in the
second game, while Steve Olson took care of the pitching
ins 7-4 win.
Rooker, 6-foot-6, 215-pounds, is an imposing figure at
the mound
and at the plate. He had played some first
base in the past.
Menges used Rooker at the DH to add some spice to a
lackluster hitting attack. First baseman Dwayne Graybill
was hitting .167 entering the UEF game. Jeff Crace, normally the DH, was moved to first base.
Rooker had an RBI in both games. while Crace
pumped a three-run homer in the third inning of the second game. "Rooker and Crace did a good job." Menges
said. "Rooker was impressive. I batted him fifth in the
order.
"I think it was a good bit of coaching." Menges
quipped.
Rooker didn’t quite have his stuff on the pitching
mound, giving up four runs in seven innings. He was relieved by Kevin Sullivan, quickly becoming the Spartans’
stopper out of the bullpen. Sullivan pitched two innnings
of no-hit ball, lowering his ERA to 3.00.
"I’ll tell you, I’m getting more confidence in that
guy," Menges said. "Those guy were hitting the ball hard
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off Rooker, but they couldn’t touch it against Sullivan.
"Rooker throws the ball hard, and then Sullivan
comes in with the breaking stuff. It’s a good combination.
He had that curve ball breaking off so far the umpire had
trouble calling the pitch."
Troubles? Talk to Olson about troubles. He was
knocked out of the game early against Cal Poly last Saturday, then gave up the winning run in the 12th inning Sunday.
But Olson returned to form against USF, giving up
three earned runs in seven complete innings. He continues to lead the Spartans with a 2.17 ERA to Rooker’s 2.23.
Menges didn’t think Olson pitched all that badly last
week. "He did exactly what we wanted him to do,"
Menges said. "It’s just that the grass was waist deep out
there. I’m not afraid to say that our home park cost us a
game."
The Spartans, though, finally blasted out of a hitting
slump, shelling four pitchers in the first game. Lou Holt
led the way with three hits, while Ken Caminiti hit a solo
homer in the fourth.
"USF’s two pitchers arer,1 that bad," Menges said.
"They’re just ins situation like we were they’re kicking
the ball around a little. They’re going to give some teams
problems."
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last two.
Your training will start the
slimmer after your sophomore
year at a six -week Army ROTC
Basic Camp.
It’ll pay off, too. You’ll be
paid for attending Basic Camp and
earn up to $1,000 a year for your
last two years of college.
But more important, you’ll
be on your way to earning a
commission in today’s Army
which includes the Army Reserve
and Army National Guardwhile
you’re earning a college degree.
For more information,
contact the Army ROTC
Professor of Military Science on
your campus.

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
At SJS(.1 See Capt Dave Shifter
Room 310, Mc Ouarrie Hall
or Call 277 2985
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Track team opens season with big win
By Paul Lloret
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"In the 13 years that I’ve been here, it was the best beginning meet that we’ve had."
That is how head track and field coach Ernie Bullard
described last Saturday’s opening Spartan track effort, as
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Jim Doehring threw a lifetime best 63 feet-2’2
inches in the shot put during Saturday’s meet.
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SJSU overwhelmed Hayward State and Humboldt State
in a tri-meet, 121-27 and 134-9 respectively.
The Spartans’ opening meet featured six lifetime
bests by individual performers and proved that SJSU did
indeed,recruit a strong contingent of field events performers.

Leading the way were Spartans Jim Doehring and
Larry Weldon. Doehring set personal bests of 183-1 and 63214 in the discus and shot put respectively. The junior
transfer from Saddleback College won both events. His
mark in the shot overshadowed SJSU junior Steve Struble’s lifetime best of 52-6.
Weldon, a sophomore making his first appearance for
the Spartans, leaped 51-812 in the triple jump. That winning score is the fifth-best mark in SJSU history and
proved to be an exceptional debut for the Spartan jumper.
"It was a trememdous day and an interesting first
meet," Bullard said. "I knew we had talented individuals
in the field, and they proved it today."
The Spartans dominated the jumping events. Besides
Weldon’s win in the triple jump, Felix Bohni equaled his
best of 18-1 in the pole vault. The mark not only won the
event, but more importantly qualified him for the NCAA
Outdoor Championships in late May.
In the high jump, SJSU’s Dwayne McCullough and
Greg Norman finished second and third behind Hay.
ward’s Jim Moran, who jumped 7-2. The Spartan duo each
cleared 6-10, personal bests for both athletes. Bullard was
pleased and surprised with the marks, especially because
both McCullough and Norman are junior college transfers
from Riverside City and West Valley Colleges respectively.
In the sprinting department, Mike Chukes had an outstanding day. He anchored SJSU’s mile relay victory,
which clocked 3:22.5, and captured the 400-meter intermediate hurdles in 52.3. He also placed second in the 100meter high hurdles (14.71 behind Spartan Mark Wilson.
who won in 14.3.
Sprint coach Bob Poynter was pleased with his sprinters’ performance and praised Chukes.

"He did an outstanding job today," Poynter said.
"He’s one of the top intermediate hurdlers on the West
Coast."
Poynter also mentioned that the sprint squad is still
unsettled and has to become mentally tough, but he
added, "I think you’ll see some improvement."
The Spartans swept the 100 meters with Mark Wilson
(10.7), Sherman Jones ( 10.8) and Darryl McCane ( ILI )
finishing 1-2-3.
Distance runner coach Marshall Clark explained that
he was pleased with the overall performance and mentioned that the good weather ( despite a strong breeze)
"helped as much as anything. We realize we can’t be deceived, because we’re not running against top-flight competition."

COMICS
Dean Fortunati
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The Amateur Radio Club will hold an organizational
meeting at 6 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Montalvo Room. For more information, call Dennis at 277-8516
or Dave at 279-9125.
The San Jose Investment Club will hold a general
meeting at 4 p.m. today in the Student Union Almaden
Room. For more information, call Shawn Leong at 2989938.
The Bike Club will be showing the "1983 Tour de
France; The World’s Greatest Bicycle Race," at 8 tonight
in the Student Union Almaden Room. For more information, call Scott Arthur at 277-8465
The Health Department will hold a seminar about
popular diets and weight loss from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
today in the Health Building room 208. For more informa-
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SPARTAGUIOE
Alpha Phi Omega will hold a meeting to discuss the
upcoming bike-a-thon at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Student
Union Guadalupe Room. For more information, call Mike
at 977-0454.

Clark said he was pleased with Steve Rivera’s winning performance in the 1500 meters, clocking in 3:59.3.
Glenn Lee also captured the two-mile run with a 9:06 5
mark, ahead of Spartan Bret Baffert who finished fourth
at 9:26.4.
Other standout performances came from Kjell Bystedt and Fred Schumacher in the hammer throw. Bystedt
threw a 226-6 to qualify for the NCAA Outdoor Championships, while Schumacher tossed the hammer 211 -Ito set a
personal best, Schumacher also flipped the discus 153.10.
another lifetime best.
The Spartans will use Saturday’s Long Beach Relays
as an opportunity to use different combinations on their
relay squads.
SJSU then hosts the University of Nevada Reno
March 10 at Bud Winter Field.
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tion, call Karin Hollmann at 277-3814.
The College Republicans will hold their weekly meeting from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union
Montalvo Room. For more information. call Paul Mezzetta at 736-2282.
Students Aware of Nuclear Exchange, (S.A.N.E.),
will hold a meeting at 12:15 p.m. today in the Student
Union Almaden Room.

Sheila Neal

Isaac Newt

The Woman’s Center will hold an open house from
4:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. tomorrow in Building U, at Fifth and
San Carlos streets. For more information, call 277-2047.
Career Planning and Placement will be holding three
meetings tomorrow; a co-op orientation meeting at 12:30
p.m. in the Student Union Costanoan Room, a discussion
on education job hunting techniques at 3:30 p.m. in Sweeney Hall room 120, and a meeting to discuss resumes at
5:30 p.m. in the Business Classrooms, room 13. For more
information, call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272.
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AVAILABLE

FOR SJSU Students
Each year many of our students
fail to get the financial aid that
they need Why’ Because they
never ePPNI Fact most aPPlicents
do qualify lot some sort of linen
coal assistance To pick up an ap
plicabon
Wehlquist
stop
by
South Room 208
line rs MARCH 1

Priority deed

DENTAL ,VISION PLAN

Enroll now’
Save money teeth end eyes For
onformalion see A S Office or call
phone 14081371 8811

DON’T LOOK ANY funheri BAPTIST
Student Union ’slot you Everyone
is welcome Come join in e week
day Bible Moly et 11 30 on hoes
days in the Guadalupe Elm of the
Student Union For details on our
other Bible studies end ermines
on campus. call Karen at 377
0772
GIVE THE GIFT only you con gove to
a beautiful
someone you love
color portrait by John Paulson Pho
tography 448 2388
HEALTH INSURANCE’ Operations and
hospital rooms cost rnore than you
think For health insurance to help
Pay soaring hospiteleurgical bills
check with Siete Farm Ellen Vain
Nortwick. Agent. Stem Farm Ins
979 7171
SUBWAY’S 990 SALE Buy one foot
long and get the second one of
equal value for only 990 woth cou
non Expires 3 12 84 Not good in
conjunction with any other offer
SUBWAY S 51 00 off any foot long
sandwich sale with coupon Ex
pores 3 12 84 Not good on con
junction with any other offer
MOTORIST BEWARE,
New law Autornencally loest your
driver’s license Good student and
non smoker doecounts Call for

UNINSURED

quote 280 74213 Auto renters
and life Marta Formica Insurance
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Con
ter Sunday luthern 10 45 em
Catholic 4 00 mod 8 00 Pcn
Preyer group Tuesday in 5 00
pm Pleas* call Campus Ministry
298 0204 for worship counseling
programs end study opportunities
Rev Natoli@ Shires Fr Bah Hayes
Sr Joan Penella Rev With Fir"
hither

AUTOMOTIVE
74 FORD PINTO Runehout AT 7T1(
$1200’offer
mi
clean
14081267 7640
12 VW Convertible

$2500

01

bm

208 rabh anq strong offc but
needs top brake clutch body wk
Serious onq only 193 50132 5 9
prn & weekends

FOR SALE
BICYCLE PARTS and accessories AS
Bike Shop dose out sale One half
price WM Tool. also, Averlahle
Me AS Office 3r4 fir
Union 217 3201 Patti

Strident

CUSTOM AIRBRUSHED T shirts We
hand peint shot using your dee.
design or photo We not only
draw cars Si trucks we paint any
thing on anythongn Van murals and
Call RAT RIDER 14081
266-1500. 4718 Meridian An.
at Branham Lane. Alpha Bete Con
canvases

ter. San Jose
IBM SELECTRIC I Ma new with pica
prestige element $325 oho Call
Brad 415 856 7637
NEED TO LEARN BASIC’ Quick & Nan
less new book will teach you step
by step Send for EASY GOING
BASIC Programming By author
-educator with 18 yrs computer
asp 10 day money back guar
ante. $1695 postpaid Free de
tails Send check or money order
to Calif Software 1731 Howe
Ave Dept 163 Sacramento C
95825.
STEREO COMPONET comp Less then
1 me old Sep cassette player
AM & FM receiver
wroth’.
Cost 81000 cost
Speaker ono
5550 238 9809
URGENT SALE, All interior furnish...go
from 3.000 sq It luxury home
Custorned designed sofa & love
seat $45000 5 piece bedroom
suite 5550 00. 8 pica formal din
mg room suite cost S1675 00 Sell
6800 00 8 It lighted pecan well
sell
8127500
cost
units
0650 00 Coffee & end tables
deliver
help
Can
lamps
14081238 9809

HELP WANTED
HIRING,
AIRLINES
eeeee venoms’s,
Cell
Worldvide,
Newsletter
Guide
444011

Steward
$14 ti 39 000
for Rectory
1 916 944

BUSINESS Majors, Immed
ATTN
opnings for Jr Mktg Reps 54
510 per hr This is P -T lob wiFT
cerear opptys of 630.000 plus
per yr Contact Mr Taylor el 288
8980, Century Loon Corp
BROILER COOK WNTD Lunch shift 1
yr asp prefer knowledge of Jap
ammo foods. elso kitchen helpedr
wntd dinner shift Apply in Wenn
Okayama Rest 565A N 13t1, St
S J
CLERICAL HELP tot boa,’ rm., otore
phones films etc Eves & @reek
ends Call Kathy 298 7393
COMPUTER MKT RESEARCH Firm
High Tech market research firm
looking for P T person Duties in
telephone & lohrery re
dude
filing
...arch
typing
ing etc Good opportunity tor Par
son willing to learn Flexible hrs
send resume no calls to Gordon
David Sot twine Acres Int 2685
1320 Mtn
St@
Marone Way
View Ca 94043
CRUISESHIPS HIRING, $18 $ 30 000’
Carribean Hawaii World Call lor
1
Guide Directory Newsletter
916 944 4440
Looking for
STUDENTS’
DRAMA
work Hates something you’ll do
woe at Guaranteed salary plus bn

nuses for phone sales Days or
evenings no experience Call 354
1777 Mr Collins We went you
EULIPIA RESTAURANT needs bonen
dar for upstairs theater Pan tone
374 5 Tat St Call 280 6181
FULL OR PART time positions with ria
Pons fastest growing sporting
goods mfg Innovative new con
coot For spot call 354 2004
HELP WANTED McDONALD’s Pay
well above mm n wage all hrs
avsil Interviews Mon Fri 3 4 pm
Los Gatos 356 3095
LAB ASST M F 1 pm 4 5 pm eve,
3r4 Sat Sam Typing 1 yr them
252
lab requeed Cupertino
8336
OPPORTUNITIES IN MON Eng
EEGS , Chum Mach Software
unix compilers appkc & Techs
R&D FS 04 Test vacuum . cad
cam cmos chip designers Send
resume and cell 971 8333 No
leer not en agency Miter’. Ass
mates. 33 E San Fernando St
301,5,1
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer year rnd
Europe S Amer Australia Asia
All bolds 8900 2000 mo Sight
seeing Free into . write IJC P0
52 CA38 Corona Del Mar Ca
92825
people
RESEARCH
QUALITATIVE
wntd (No selesl. 10 hrs wkly
deysllex Cell lodge Radio Re
search Co 971 8436

3 pm

SAT or SUN WORK 55 hr salery 4
interviewers Idoor to door) market
mg survey for low cost food co
and sat spots for sales dept Must
emoy roosting people have out
going personality Cell Mr See
2913 4900
WAITRESS WANTED part time days
Apply in person to Okayama Rest
565 N (ith St S J
WAITRESS WNTD Minato Sushi Jape
nese cuisine 617N Elth St Plume
998 9711
WIISE HELP needed 8 12 30 5 9
Also stock help eves end wknds
Cleaning person for morn Call
Greg at 263 9043
17 HR PLUS BONUS PIT telephone
sales Groan Thumb Lawn Service.
245 4920

HOUSING
FEMALE NON SMOKER wanted to
shone large townhouse Lrg BR w,
...idled bath pot balcony fire
place & garage Pool h tub ten
Ms Rent negot 274 13085
MOBILE HOME 1440 aq It 2 hob 2
he 5 min from SJSU Esec loc
lion Spa wet he, low rent or ’my
$62000 Cell 226 7164
NEED YOUR OWN SPACE’ Rm in 3
bdrm house wird pm 6250 split
0111 Non smoker 947 8052

PERSONALS
free cm
BE LEGALLY ORDAINED
demons legalize your right to the
World
Write
Reverend’
Title
Cho...moll, 1818 Sussex CM
vis. Ca 93612

DOES YOUR SOCIAL Life need e lift
Tired 0th, same old crowd? Why
not jorn SIGMA ALPHA MU hater
My, Call Ken at 279 9397 Start
your adventure today
PEN PAL WNTD for lady banker Bus
major to Grad ’84 Write Berns
dette Rybka 2250 Pot Lane Wil
loughby Hills Ohio 44094
PREGNANT, Someone Cores BIRTH
RIGHT will help you get free pre
doctor obtain
goon, test find
financial aid find place Ica you to
schooling If
your
continue
stay
you are pregnant and need help
find someone to listen and
help., BIRTHRIGHT Cello, deny,
Confidential
241 8444
night
Help With (bonny
you

will

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaving waxing
tweezing or using chemical drip&
tones Let me permanently remove
your unwanted heir Chin &limo
tummy, moustache etc I IS Pin
cent discount to students and lac
ulty Cell before June 1. 1984 and
get your 1st appt at 1,2 pnce
"Unwanted Hair Disoppears With
Gwen Chelgren R E
My Core
559 3500. 16455 Bascom Ave
C ’ ’Hair Today. Gone Tomorrow
ENGLISH LANGUAGE tutor Arabic and
others welcome’ Quelified end ex
perienced Hours and cost flex
Call John 923 4507
FUTONS .carefully hendcraf led from 3
8 leyers of the finest 100% cot
ton dreemsweet futons ars avail
able in a variety of sizes and col
pillow. and
ors
Also frames
covers of Salem, fine mollify at
affordable

prices

Student

DREAMSWE ET
counts
9710. 298 4183

dos
458

INVITATIONS & CERTIFICATES for all
occasions and ell budgets Celli
graphy our specialty For Free Eat,
Ins/nations
metes Cell

451 So

Caniera Sales

soloed quick mourn on all pope’s
Phone 264 4504

4th St

S J 275 9649

Ca1114081252.4283

rates Located in Campbell

TYPING

EXPERIENCED

TYPING
ACCURATE
ABSOLUTELY
298
Tn.. Tony
that’s tops
2007 IBM Selector Available 7

SECFIETARTY

Wry, weekly All work guaranteed

ports etc Sunnyvale 736 8910

2137 8128
MANUSCRIPTS mc e.
typed Reasonable
sssss
Also professional resume writing
H.V1C 14081738 1235

REPORTS
pertly

FAST AND ACCURATE Word Pro
Disc
resoling Manuscropts etc
storage for revisions Inespensive
evenings 415 961
Call now

spared pica’

4659

5942

14151
989 4491
727 4998
Scott Blvd & San Tomas Expwy
Al QUALITY prof typing on IBM Se
lector Resumes $5,pg Simone
81109 Near campus 28 N lso
St Room 302 Call Katie 998
2777 9 12 am 1 4 pm 263
Ouick turnaround
2849 eves

730 8989

tensed professional results APA
Turabian or any other format
51 50 per page double spaced
252 6663
YOU NEED word processing
You want Memel’ Enterprise You
yet speedy return plus the ultimate
in accuracy and super (1.111, 20
monutes west al campus Reach us

WHEN

off your first service,
INTELLIGENT TYPING Eaten. trilIng
specializing in
editing service
Familiar with
academic work

Compare our rates

at 241 0503

CALL LINDA for prolessoonal typing
$1 50/6a9e
processing
word
Idouble spaced pica typed 10 day
It.. disk stomp Cassette tren
scriptoon mailable Near Almaden
Gut,
Expwy
& Branham in

MORE BILLS
THAN SALES?
ADVERTISE
277-3171

WORD PROCESSING The ultimate on
prolessoonal typIng 0.4’..tNd
student
error herr Reasonable
rates Pick up and delivery *wail

Mountain
View with easy access from Nigh
Connie A
way. 280 end 101
Illeen14151967 0792
major style manuals

styles availeble Faso and accurate
turnaround Upgrade your written
work writes, 14081245 1049

TYPING PAPER DUE, Don t type,
DonI worry Emergency s are my
speciality Cell Mrs Ryan for gulp

INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SERVICES is
located right across the street
from SJSU for your convenience’
We specialize in resumes 101r11 pa
here thesos mailing labels & rape
192
It.. letters, Call ICS et
8461 for an appointment, We
have very cheap sssss plus 10%

978 1445

sorvic

TYPING SERVICE Resumes term pa
Transcop
pats charts graphs
nor too, Fast eccurate student
sssss Near 280 in Sunnyvale Call

Jeannie 274 1975

AMPARA S EXPERIENCED Word Pro
cassing Typing Services All kinds

in
SUNNYVALE
Processing letter quality
for reports dc Resume
cover letters can mMode address
merging Reach prospective em
WOW s desks effortlessly Conon
uous form letterhead quoin,’ P.P.
& envelopes and various type
Word

739 0715

dent rate. Located in Campbell

926 9224

ACCURATE TYPING that’s teat and de
pendable IBM correcting selector
Work guarenteed Cell Renee at

WORDSWORTH

TERM PAPERS THESES RESUMES for
all your typing needs CaN Perfect
Imprereosions
998 3333
Stu

HELLO STUDENTS. I’m back *gain to
or’Pe your papers m. the same ex
colleen gunny and same low price,
double spaced Do and one
S1
ribbon for papers 5 pgs or more

8 30 5 30 M F Aveilehle eve &
wknds by request Call Jane 251

evenings

SUNNYVALE,VALLCO Marcie tyro
ong 18M Selector III Prompt neat
51 25 page
ccurete
1double

HAYMOND & TYSON Secretarial Soot
ore Pest accurate prof tYPong
IBM Selector II Call Sharon el

Typing Contest Located neer San
Jose flea Market Looking I orwerd
to working we’ll you Off hrs

WORD PROC TYPING & Comer Hey
ice convenient location
Carole
294 7777 or 280 1000 You can
also come in and use our computer
to type pima’s resumes Mc 3
terminals
avail
Special
offer
53 00 per hr & 1 hr FREE with
3 hi, rental Open weekends and

QUALITY TYPING Service Neer SJSU
Term papers resumes and moons
Fast and ecrurate Low rates Call

RATES 151 25,119 double spaced’
resumes from 55 00 Call Pam al
247.2E181 Located in Santa Clore
neer San Tomas and Monroe

ACCURATE TYPING SERVICE Pro all
work guaranteed Specialising
research papers resumes APA
format thesis typing Ron corm
spondence and menuscripts win
net of 1982 San Jose Regional

OHL 1 000 word pro
IBM correcting selector
and tape transcription
’Campbell area’ Easy access off
freeway Call Nancy at 866 24513
medical

6050
all

for

Your lyping needs reports re
sumes these.. professional qua’
LOW
oty
fast end accurate

depend
ACCURATE TYPING Fest
able. conorientmus Experienced
en typing term posers thesis re

antead
coos,

and Legal on IBM Selector Proof
reading grammar and spelling on
Re
movements upon request
write assistance for foreign stu
dents Neer SJSU Rene at 287

TERM PAPERS thesis resumes for all
000, typing needs call Perfect Mt
student
996 3333
pressmns

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY at reasons
ble eeeee You keep the negatives

in

able Call Cindy at 174 5604

MASTERPIECE TYPING for that PER
FECT PAPER’ Prof essionel work
Resumes
guaranteed
Theses

Typing
PROCESSING
WORD
fest
$1 50 page 10 years asp
Sane echo’, guar
NMI
around

lie 408/286 3444
LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogr
towhee? If there were won you
could have fantastic time et your
wedding and still get national
sword winning photography you
would went to know more about it
wouldn t you’ FM the past
seven years John Paulson s PM)
ingraphy has been clomp lust thin
for many couples Perhaps we can
do the same for you, Please call
John Paulson Photogrephy. 448

Ad Rahn

Print Your Ad Here

Mommem Ihrea lines on one day

(Coanr popm.nnatelv -70 lettms and spaces foe seen line,

Two
One
Days
Day
3 Lines $), 10 $380
4 Lines B380 54 50
Simon, 64S0 8520
liries 6520 1S90
Fans Ad& ’WM Line Add

Three
Days
$415
8485
55 55
5625
8 70

Four
Day
$436
8506
8516
$6 46

Five
Days
54 50
$520
8580
5860

Each
Entre
Day
80
5 95
51 10
II 25

2388
MOVE THROUGH LIFE with Math Con
&dome’ The Math Inetitute offers
help in the form of 3 and’or 6 hour
intensive. Overcoming Meth An
kite Arithmetic for Adults eSit
CREST or
Algebra. Geometry
ELME Preparetion Group and,or
private tutoring evadeble 14081
296 6066
RENTAL DKRM 54 per hr roc cherni
calif & dry mount press Call for
arm’ 95 dell, 10 1 Set We spa
clef.. in &gm supple" feeturong
Kodek Mord Orientaleuder 1 day
Ild
’,FOCI. by Kodak Discount
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’Choice’ magazine cover
to feature Clark Library

All tied up

By Anne Hellquist
A color picture of Clark Library will be appearing on the front cover of the March issue of
"Choice" magazine, a monthly library journal
that reviews books, films, and videos, Library
Director Maureen Pastine said.
"Choice," which is published by the Association of College and Research Libraries, is
featuring a series of newly -erected library
buildings on its front covers.
More than a year ago, Pastine said, a
"Choice" employee had a chance meeting with
SJSU Librarian Judith Reynolds and encouraged her to submit pictures of Clark Library for
consideration for the magazine’s front cover.

A color slide taken by Librarian Jeff Paul,
head of media services in Clark Library, was
submitted to the magazine. The slide, from
February 1982, shows the front (south) side of
Clark Library.
Pastine, who is a member of "Choice"
magazine’s editorial board, said that after the
slide was sent to the magazine an editor from
the magazine wrote back expressing interest in
featuring Clark Library on its front cover.
"Choice" originally requested Clark Library pay about $475 to cover the cost of color
separation, a technique used for reproducing
color pictures in newspapers and magazines.
At that time Pastine said the publicity gen-

crated from the front cover appearance "would
be worth the cost."
However, the editor of "Choice" called
Pastine last week and told her that because of
her "strong position as an editor on the board
and her concern" about the payment, "Choice"
would not be asking for the fee after all.
This will not be the first time the Clark Library makes the front cover of a magazine. In
December 1982, another slide taken by Paul appeared on the front cover of "College and Research Library News." The magazine featured
an article by Paul about the problems with the
Clark Library solar-cooling and heating system.

Job hunting hints discussed in seminar

A taste of space is had by the
winners of a drawing held by

Michael McGuire
Applied Arts and Sciences and
Aerospace Studies.

Spartan Shops aids
Weekly finances
By Frank Lopez
The Spartan Shops Unallocated Surplus Committee
recommended that the Independent Weekly receive 11.619
from the organization’s excess funds.
The Weekly had requested more than 111,000 from the
committee, but Editor Janet Cassidy said, "Were really
happy to get what we did."
The Weekly had already received funding from Spartan Shops earlier in the year and was somewhat surprised
to be allocated more funds. Cassidy said usually Spartan
Shops will not allocate funds to a group that had already
received money from it earlier in the year.
Of the 11.619. 1900 will be spent to hire a business manager. and $716 for the purchasing of office equipment.
While the paper will have to rely on ad revenue to continue publication, according to Weekly publisher Eric
Lach. the money will definitely serve a purpose.
"Where it really helps, is that we can hire a business
manager." Lach said. In the past business matters were
handled by people who did not have great business skills.
Lach said the Weekly will also be able to buy a couple
typewriters. As of now the paper has only two in its office.

Travel first
class at student rates.

Why not transport your student body on a
va. from Yamaha? Start with the pushbutton
fdrter, and keep going. Next is a compact engine
ith over 80 MPG. and automatic transmission,
yet the Mee model shown here is powerful
enough to carry two people down the freeway. Finally, a step through design that protects your
clothes, and a one year warranty that protects
your wallet.
If you think the Rive is all work and no play.
go test ride one. You’ll see how much fun you can
have on two wheels.

KENNY ROBERTS’
YAMAHA COUNTRY
.’16N
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By Anne Hellquist
The first step in any job search is determining what job skills you have to offer an employer, Job Developer Maria Gomez said to a
group of 20 SJSU students attending a "Summer Job Hunting Techniques"seminar.
Speaking Wednesday in the Student Union
Almaden Room, Gomez discussed the importance of self-assessment, goal-setting, planing, self-marketing and interviewing for landng a summer job.
Gomez, who works for the SJSU Career
Planning and Placement Center, said a job applicant’s personal qualities are an "extremely
important area." These qualities, such as the
ability to work well with others or how accurate
or organized a person is, are often neglected in
job applications and during interviews, she
said.
Gomez distributed "personal inventory"
forms and other printed hand-outs to help the
student audience focus on their interests and
strengths. Job seekers, she said, should try to
match their interests with the prospective employer’s job description, and then highlight
these areas of mutual interest when communicating with the employer.
When describing former work experience.
Gomez said it is better to let an employer know
specifically what duties a job has included,
rather than to "imply it and rely upon him picking it up." For instance, she said, instead of
saying a job included "general office duties," it
is more effective to say "typing of statistical reports."
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Even if prior work experience is unrelated
to the job being sought, it is important to mention it. Gomez said. The length of an applicant’s
former employment will indicate other important skills, such as reliability or the ability to
establish rapport with co-workers.
Gomez said communication skills are also
important in landing a position.
"Your appearance, hygiene, clothes, how
you move and walk, sit, talk, and smile, all of
those things project a certain image of you,"
she said.
"At each step, maximize your opportunities for communicating to the employer that
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’At each step, maximize
your opportunities for
corn municating to the
employer that you are the
right person for the job.’
Maria Gomez

you are the right person for the job," Gomez
said. This includes filling out all forms neatly
and completely, making sure they are free of
water or grease spots.
Gomez said planning a summer job search
prior to the actual employer contacts is also important. Most organizations have deadlines for
recruitment.
The Career Planning and Placement Center in Business Classroom 13 houses other tools
for locating job opportunities. These include a
career library, a career information bureau, an
audio-visual
corner,
the
computerized
Guidance Information System (GIS) and the
job listing board.
Other resources are the upcoming Summer
Job Fair on March 15 and the Career Planning
and Placement workshops and seminars.
Gomez urged the audience to remember its
network of friends and relatives, "because a lot
of positions people gain are through word-ofmouth."
She also reminded job seekers of another
option: self-employment.
"You might be able to sell your service or
knowledge," Gomez said.
Math major Lisa Kerby-Rodgers. a senior,
said she felt the summer job hunting seminar
was "worthwhile" although "a bit repetitive."
"The part about assessing yourself was the
most important part of it," she said.
Industrial Technology senior Ken Rausch
said he thought the session was "a little bit
vague," though he he found the discussion on
job descriptions helpful.
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She said a job description should also include "what you did, how you did it, and why
you did it. What was the end result or product"

ef3tA IS HAVING
A LEAP YEAR SALE
february. 29
% OFF EVERYTHING
ONE DAY ONLY

BOOKSTORE 8c ART SUPPLY
330 south tenth street at san carlos

san jose, ca. 95112
286-0930

limited to stock on hand

